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          VIETNAM + CAMBODIA
LUXURY PHOTO WORKSHOP
Oct 17 - Nov 3, 2024 - Open for Registration
(November 3 - 8 Optional Add-On: Gastronomy Tour - Battambang, Cambodia)




        

      
    

    
      
         




  INTRODUCTION
I am excited to invite you to my Vietnam-Cambodia Photo Workshop 2024!
Vietnam is a country I have been photographing for over 30 years, and it is dear to my heart. I discovered Vietnam through my father, Stanley Karnow, whose book and TV series, Vietnam A History, is still considered the "bible" on Vietnam.
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  My connection to Vietnam seems destined - and there is a beautiful mystery to my sense of belonging. On assignment for National Geographic, I fell in love with a new Cambodia and discovered a country with so much more than just temples.
Let me share with you the inspirational people, places, and hidden gems that I know and love, experiences one would never have traveling alone or on another tour.
I have carefully and passionately planned every last detail of this workshop, and it is all about how I love to travel - beautiful places, fascinating people, deep learning, luxury hotels, delicious food. This trip is extremely well-planned, smart, sophisticated, honest, fun, and comfortable. 
This is not a sight-seeing tour, but an immersive experience of heart and soul.
In this workshop, we will be in Hanoi, Hué, Hoi An, and Siem Reap in Cambodia - with artists, monks, fishermen, landmine survivors, the family of the country's hero, General Vo Nguyen Giap, and others. We also have an extraordinary day learning about the history of Vietnam through art, with leading art experts, one of whom is my gallerist.
We'll be photographing Hanoi's vibrant Old Quarter, a bustling fishing village in Hoi An, enjoying a home-cooked lunch with a local family, traveling down the emerald Central Coast, shooting a fun fashion show, spending a day at a remote pagoda, and riding on the back of motorbikes in Hué along charming country roads.
In Cambodia, we spend one day at the iconic temples, visiting them at carefully chosen times, avoiding throngs of tourists as much as possible. We will also spend time with extraordinary Cambodians in their homes and work-spaces; their life stories are deeply moving.
All photography experiences are designed to allow guests to spread out and photograph with space and freedom.
We stay several nights in each hotel, so we are not always packing up and moving to the next place. 
All levels of photographers are welcome. Spouses/partners who have no strong interest in photography are welcome! 
This will be a small workshop of maximum 8 guests. 
We’ll have class group projections, private one-on-one critiques and close guidance on location.
This is so much more than just a photography workshop. If you have ever wanted to experience Vietnam and Cambodia in a truly special and unique way, join me in these countries I love and know so well.
The workshop officially starts the afternoon of October 17 and departures can be anytime November 3. Guests are highly encouraged to arrive a day or two early to get adjusted. This is a 17-day workshop, including arrival and departure days.
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  WORKSHOP ITINERARY
Day 1  ARRIVALS - Guests arrive, Hanoi. Check into the legendary Metropole.
Days 1 - 5  Hanoi. 
Experiences include: street photography in Hanoi's charming Old Quarter, an exclusive Vietnamese art tour and private dinner at my own gallerist’s home-gallery, a private fashion show, meeting many of my illustrious friends, such as the family of General Giap, dining in great restaurants, and sampling delicious home-cooked food. 
Day 6  Fly to Hué. Check in to the magnificent, art-deco La Residence.
Days 6 - 9  Hué.
Experiences may include: photographing and meditating with monks at an off-the-beaten-track pagoda; taking a fun cyclo ride to the historic Citadel to photograph the prettiest part; riding on the back of motorbikes and photographing village scenes in the peaceful countryside; enjoying a home-cooked lunch at the home of Thanh, (who was Anthony Bourdain's guide).
Day 9  Photographing beaches, views (and curious scenes!) down the turquoise Central Coast to Hoi An, stopping along the way at a beach-side restaurant with super-fresh seafood. 
Days 9, 10, 11  Hoi An. Check into the charming boutique gem of a  hotel, Little Riverside Hoi An
Experiences include: going at dawn by private boat to a nearby fishing village and capturing the vibrant fishing village scenes; shooting the architecture, street scenes and lanterns-at-dusk in charming, historic Hoi An, and eating local specialties at my favorite restaurants.
Day 12  Fly to Siem Reap, Cambodia and check into our gorgeous hotel, the Angkor Village Hotel.
Days 12 - 17  Siem Reap
Day 17 -  Final day. Guests depart from Siem Reap International Airport
Experiences include shooting the iconic, ancient temples of Angkor, practicing ways to make your temple photographs different and unexpected; an optional lake cruise on the Tonle Sap; and our Philanthropy Day where we will visit landmine survivors - this will be a very special day, as we get to spend real time with these survivors and their families. We will also have a very unusual visit with a photographer whose stories working for oppressive Pol Pot regime are jaw-dropping.
Day 17 - 22 NEW! OPTIONAL ADD-ON: Gastronomy Tour Battambang, Cambodia
(more info to come)
Day 21 Back to Siem Reap for one night
Day 22 Final  Day - DEPARTURES from Siem Reap
{ experiences are subject to change }
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  COST
EARLY SIGN-UP SPECIAL (ends April 1, 2024)
Double room $10,175 per person ($1200 off - normally $11,375) 
Single room $12,175 ($1000 off - normally $13,175)
(November 3 - 8 Optional Add-On: Gastronomy Tour - Battambang, Cambodia - Cost TBD)























  
  








  
    register here
  







  
    Covid-19 Safety Protocols
  




 



WHAT IS INCLUDED



Maximum number of guests set to 8

A 17-day photo workshop with National Geographic photographer Catherine Karnow

Highly organised, top-notch assistants/translators Ngan Do in Vietnam and Dara Heng in Cambodia
 
All photo workshop activities
Hotels
Group meals
All admissions
Private coaches and boat rides 
Class group projections, private critiques
Plenty of one-on-one guidance on location









  WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED
International airfare
Internal-Asia flights
Visas for Vietnam, Cambodia
Alcohol, except at Welcome and Farewell Dinners
Philanthropy Day donations
Travel insurance
Meals on own
Tips & Gratuities
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                We would love to have you join us on this truly unique experience!


 Please let us know of your interest.




              

              
                Cheers, Catherine



              

              

            

          
        

      

    

  








      

    

  

  
  
    

    
      
    

    
      
        


  TESTIMONIALS























  
  








  Catherine experiences everything with sensitivity and compassion; through her, our experiences are precious and meaningful. Nobody feels Vietnam as much as she does. She is uniquely gifted photographer and a teacher as well.























  
  






 



 





  I've taken many other photography trips, but Catherine's are in a league of their own. The extraordinary people and places she provides access to make for a truly once-in-a-lifetime experience. She's a wonderful teacher and knows how to build confidence while helping you hone your skills no matter what level photographer you are. One of the best trips of my life -and I've traveled extensively. The people we met made the Vietnam workshop so much more than photography interesting sites. "Workshop" seems such an inadequate word for this experience. It is a journey for your life, as well as your photography. Her workshop experiences are really about creating opportunities for interesting and deep interactions and relationships with people, and then using these opportunities to make meaningful photos.























  
  







 


 I have attended many photography workshops. I would rank this experience in the top! Catherine Karnow's Vietnam Workshop far exceeded my expectations of what I would learn as a traveler and photographer in Vietnam. The food is amazing throughout Vietnam! Interspersed within all of these amazing venues, are the critiques and instructions that will make you a better photographer no matter what level you are currently at in photography.





 






  Catherine Karnow organized the best workshop I've ever attended. Top notch food and accommodation, cultural exchanges with interesting people Catherine's known for years, workshop instruction in class and at the sites all made for an outstanding learning experience about today's Vietnam. This workshop fulfilled all the good things I wanted in a high quality workshop then went over the top with more yet!























  
  





Overall, thank you so very kindly for all of your hard work and for your love of Vietnam and her people. This is the most meaningful and life-altering trip I've taken to date!
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      Yes, I want to Learn More!

      We would love for you to be among the first to know about upcoming workshops, presentations, and events, as well as exciting anecdotes about Catherine’s marvelous adventures.
We respect your inbox and rarely send more than one newsletter per month. 
Sign up to join our exclusive mailing list!


    
    
      
        
        
          
            
              Email Address
              
            

          
        
          
        
      

      
        
          
          Sign Up
          
        
      

      
        
      
    

    We value your privacy and never give out or share your information.


    Thank you!
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